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Abstract: Conventional navigation systems used in transsphenoidal pituitary surgery have limitations
that may lead to organ damage, including long image registration time, absence of alarms when
approaching vital organs and lack of 3-D model information. To resolve the problems of conventional
navigation systems, this study proposes a U-Net-based, automatic segmentation algorithm for optical
nerves and internal carotid arteries, by training patient computed tomography angiography images.
The authors have also developed a bendable endoscope and surgical tool to eliminate blind regions that
occur when using straight, rigid, conventional endoscopes and surgical tools during transsphenoidal
pituitary surgery. In this study, the effectiveness of a U-Net-based navigation system integrated with
bendable surgical tools and a bendable endoscope has been demonstrated through phantom-based
experiments. In order to measure the U-net performance, the Jaccard similarity, recall and precision
were calculated. In addition, the fiducial and target registration errors of the navigation system and
the accuracy of the alarm warning functions were measured in the phantom-based environment.

Keywords: transsphenoidal pituitary surgery; artificial intelligence; bendable device; navigation
system; minimally invasive surgery; virtual reality

1. Introduction

Recently, surgeons have applied a transsphenoidal approach (TSA) to remove pituitary tumors,
using an endoscope, as shown in Figure 1. This method of operation involves approaching the pituitary
tumor through the shortest path—by incising the nasal septum and removing the rostrum bone. The
actual clinical workflow for this procedure is shown in Figure 2. TSA surgery has evolved from surgery
using a microscope to surgery using an endoscope. There are several reasons for this change. The main
reason is to secure the surgeon′s field of view. When a microscope is used, no obstacle can intrude
between the surgical space and the microscope. This meant that it was necessary to remove more of the
body structure than was necessary. To secure the surgical space view, TSA surgery using an endoscope
has been developed [1–3].
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Figure 1. The concept behind the transsphenoidal approach to pituitary surgery. 

 

Figure 2. Procedures in the transsphenoidal approach to pituitary surgery. 

It is also difficult to identify the presence of residual tumor during tumor removal surgery. 

Minimally invasive surgery has become possible since the introduction of the endoscope, as it enables 

a minimal incision; however, there are still problems such as the difficulty in identifying residual 

tumors remaining after surgery and the possibility of occurrence of complications in TSA surgery. 

For example, a tumor in the blind region, as shown in Figure 3, is difficult to remove by relying on 

the endoscopic view; moreover, in minimally invasive surgery, there is always a blind region that 

cannot be examined using a conventional straight endoscope. Removal of tumors in this region 

requires a surgical navigation system, a flexible (bendable) endoscope and a bendable surgical tool 

[4–11]. 
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Figure 2. Procedures in the transsphenoidal approach to pituitary surgery.

It is also difficult to identify the presence of residual tumor during tumor removal surgery.
Minimally invasive surgery has become possible since the introduction of the endoscope, as it enables
a minimal incision; however, there are still problems such as the difficulty in identifying residual
tumors remaining after surgery and the possibility of occurrence of complications in TSA surgery. For
example, a tumor in the blind region, as shown in Figure 3, is difficult to remove by relying on the
endoscopic view; moreover, in minimally invasive surgery, there is always a blind region that cannot
be examined using a conventional straight endoscope. Removal of tumors in this region requires a
surgical navigation system, a flexible (bendable) endoscope and a bendable surgical tool [4–11].
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Previous research on bendable devices has focused on active types—with motors—using robots
mounted around the surgical site, rather than the use of hand-held instruments. The issue here has
been that it is difficult for a mounted type, bendable robot to respond quickly when the camera lens
becomes obscured with blood, which often occurs in an actual surgical environment.

Another problem with TSA surgery is the potential for complications during tumor removal,
which can include vision loss due to optic nerve damage, meningitis caused by leaking cerebrospinal
fluid and stroke caused by damage to internal carotid arteries (ICAs) that are close to the sphenoidal
sinus [12]. In order to avoid these complications, navigation systems have recently been introduced
into the operating room [13,14]. In such a system, patient information—obtained using magnetic
resonance (MR), computed tomography (CT), computed tomography angiography (CTA) and so forth,
in preoperative procedures—can be used to construct three-dimensional (3-D) patient models.

The navigation system consists of 3-D models, a registration algorithm and tracking tools. Its aim
is to provide information that is difficult to identify on the endoscopic screen, such as the locations of
important patient organs and the target tumor. Other advantages of a surgical navigation system are
that it provides as much information as possible to the surgeon, to reduce the need for reoperations and
to provide patients with the opportunity for good postoperative progress. For example, the navigation
system can indicate the location of optic nerves, thus reducing the possibility of complications arising
that involve loss of vision caused by invasion of the patient′s optic nerve and can also provide
internal carotid artery (ICA) location information, preventing operation delays or reoperations caused
by bleeding.

The last decade has seen the genesis of research into computer-assisted surgery [15,16]. Recently,
future trends in computer-assisted surgery were predicted by van Oosterom et al. [17], while
Chen et al. [18] investigated navigation systems for implant placement and a CT-guided, osteotomy
navigation system was applied to maxilla surgery, by Hasan et al. [19].

Limitations do nonetheless exist in conventional surgical navigation systems. Firstly, the
conventional surgical navigation system only provides three medical image planes of the patient and a
3-D model, without detailed information. Unless very careful segmentations are performed, it does not
provide the surgeon with accurate 3-D information about vital organs, such as optic nerves or ICAs,
which can be damaged during surgery. Secondly, there is no form of appropriate warning system,
designed to advise the surgeon when a surgical instrument approaches a patient′s organs. Thirdly,
conventional navigation systems take a long time to register the medical image, making it difficult to
coordinate actions with the imagery in real time.

The use of deep learning in computer-assisted surgery has evolved quicker than expected. Deep
learning is good for solving long registration times—which has been one of the problems of conventional
navigation systems. Deep learning algorithms have mostly been applied to image segmentation [20–22],
as most deep learning investigations focus on imaging, with very few cases applied to real robots
or other systems. Marco et al. [23] applied deep learning for real time depth estimation from single
monocular frames to the bronchoscopy field but its accuracy was limited to 1.5 mm. A navigation
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system with 1.5 mm accuracy would be suitable for bronchoscopy but not suitable for spinal surgery
or TSA surgery that requires accuracy within 1 mm, while Laina et al. [24] proposed tracked surgical
instruments using concurrent segmentation and localization architecture. Their model overcomes
the specular reflections and motion blur problem using heatmap regression. Thus, it is recognized
as the state-of-the-art performance in Endovis challenge. However, they have a limitation in that
deep learning was applied only to image segmentation field. Esfandiari et al. [25] performed pose
estimation of the pedicle screw using two networks opaque-trained network and gradient trained
network simultaneously. Nevertheless, their pose estimate error was within 1.92 ± 0.55 mm.

In this study, we firstly propose a U-Net-based navigation system, which provides a 3-D model of
optical nerves and ICAs—which are not available in current commercial surgical navigation systems.
One benefit of this proposed system is that it provides automatic segmentation of important organs,
such as optical nerves and ICAs, quickly and also provides 3-D models and multi-planar imagery,
giving surgeons a better understanding of individual patient anatomical structure. It also incorporates
an alarm, which alerts the surgeon as the surgical tool approaches vital organs, allowing the operator to
approach the surgical target cautiously. Finally, a phantom experiment was conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the U-Net-based surgical navigation system and the bendable endoscope and
surgical tool. In addition, through the phantom experiment, the proposed U-Net based navigation
system confirmed the accuracy of fiducial registration error (FRE) and target registration error (TRE)
within 0.5 mm. This research was conducted with the approval of the Institutional Review Board of
Yonsei University Gangnam Severance Hospital (3-2019-0343). Experiments conducted in this research
can be seen in Supplementary Materials video.

2. Automatic Segmentation Using U-Net

2.1. U-Net

U-Net [26], as shown in Figure 4, is a neural network architecture proposed in deep learning; it is
currently being studied in the field of medical segmentation. The U-Net structure used in this study is
shown in Figure 4. The medical imaging modality used in this study is CTA and the CTA images were
obtained from SOMATOM Definition AS + SIEMENS. The image obtained from the CT instrument had
a size of 512 × 512 pixels and in this study, the patient CTA image dataset was provided to our U-Net
model, which, according to previous research [23,24], has surpassed the performance of conventional
segmentation methods when applied to medical image segmentation.
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U-Net architecture has two different paths—the contracting path and the symmetric expanding
path. U-Net′s contracting path captures context, whereas its expanding path facilitates precise
localization, enabling U-Net to overcome the trade-off relationship between context and localization
observed in conventional neural networks. During up-sampling in the expanding path, image data are
copied and cropped into the contracting path and are then concatenated for precise localization. This
method of copying and concatenation into the contracting path was employed in our study, as shown
in Figure 4. U-Net has high learning speed as there is no fully connected layer and the patch overlap
rate is low. As reported in Reference [26], U-Net can also achieve good segmentation performance
when trained using augmentation data. It was selected for use in this study because of its suitability for
the single-graphics processing unit (GPU) environment and its ability to overcome limitations caused
by the number of patient images.

In the neural network learning stage, each label data should further inform the neural network,
according to the nature of supervised learning. Therefore, we needed to prepare CTA images and
ground truth (label) the learning targets of this study when creating the dataset. The preparation of the
dataset is explained in the next section.

2.2. Preparation of Training Data

Before image acquisition, a contrast agent is administered to patient′s blood vessels, enabling the
vessels to be clearly seen in the obtained medical image, that is, the CTA. In this study, grayscale inverted
CTA images were used as training data and we prepared label data via the manual segmentation of
optic nerves and ICAs in a 3D slicer environment, with the labeling procedure conducted manually by
surgeon Chang-Ki Hong, one of the authors of this paper. Data label was conducted using wand effect
(tolerance: 10, max pixels per click: 150, fill volume mode). Our dataset included the upper part of
the head, based on cervical spine 4 and did not use images below the cervical spine 4. The grayscale
inverted CTA images and label data were used as a pair of inputs for training, with each single input
dataset having paired CTA images and labels, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Example of input data image and label.

Training data were collected from 1218 slices of six patients. Because there were limited patient
data, 11 augmentation data elements were generated for every piece of patient data, giving a total of
13,398 data. Data augmentation applied in this study included rotation ranges of between −0.2◦ and
0.2◦, width shift changes ranging between −25 and +25 pixels, height shift changes ranging between
−25 and 25 pixels, shear angle changes (shear angle changes counter-clockwise, in degrees) ranging
between 0–5◦ and zoom changes ranging between −5% and 5% of the image size.

2.3. U-Net Training Phase

The training phase involves a two-step learning process. The first step involves learning the
patient′s image and label data and the second step involves learning the augmentation data produced
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from the image and label data of the first step. The reason for dividing the process into two-steps was
related to the large amount of learning time needed: Learning speed was slow, making it difficult to
reduce the value of the loss function. Thus, the first-step was intended to reduce the loss function, by
learning 1218 slices from six patients, which aided in make learning the augmentation data in the second
step faster. Another advantage was that the second-step learning result—capture of the augmentation
data—improved the outcome of the first-step learning result, as U-Net learned more data during in the
process of learning augmentation data. In the second learning process, not all the augmentation data
were used for learning, with approximately 20% retained for use in process validation.

In the first step of the learning process, 1218 training data was trained 2000 times, which
corresponded to one epoch and there were progressed 10 epochs. The dice loss function, which has
become popular in medical image segmentation, was used [27]. The concept underlying its use was
discussed by Fausto, et al. [28]. The dice coefficient D is expressed as shown in Equation (1):

D =
2|X∩Y|
|X|+ |Y|

(1)

where Y is the predicted segmentation of the neural network and X is the ground truth value. This
equation indicates that if the dice coefficient was close to 1, the prediction result would be close to the
ground truth value. Dice loss was defined as shown in Equation (2):

Diceloss = 1−
2|X ∩Y|+ 1
|X|+ |Y|+ 1

(2)

In the first step of learning, the tendency for dice loss with respect to the training epoch was
calculated, giving the results shown in Figure 6.
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To achieve a more accurate prediction, the second step of the learning process was performed
using the generated augmentation data. For this purpose, 10,718 samples of 13,398 data were used for
re-training, with 2680 samples retained for validation and a total of 15 training epochs were performed.
In the second step, the dice loss was 0.0691 and the validation loss was 0.1767. These results were
extremely low in comparison with those of the first step.

The total learning time was 485 min. An NVIDIA Quadro M4000 GPU was used for the learning
process, with code implemented using Tensorflow (Version 1.8.0) equipped with Keras libraries. New
patient data (note: new patient data not included in the training data set) were applied to U-Net as test
data and the results of U-Net for the automatic segmentation of ICAs and optic nerves are shown in
Figure 7a,b respectively. The U-Net 3-D model of the segmented ICAs and optic nerves was shown in
Figure 13. The times required for ICA segmentation by U-Net and by humans (manually), for 232
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image slices, are presented in Table 1. U-Net-based segmentation significantly reduced the amount of
time required in comparison with manual segmentation.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 23 
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Table 1. Time spent in ICA segmentation (232 image slices).

Time Required [s]

Manual 518

U-Net 13

Jaccard similarity, precision and recall were used to quantitatively measure the accuracy of U-Net
segmentation. Jaccard similarity is defined as follows:

Jaccard similarity(X, Y) =
|X ∩Y|
|X ∪Y|

, (3)

where X represents the ground truth and Y represents the predicted U-Net result. As shown in (3), a
Jaccard similarity closer to 1 indicates that X and Y are more similar. Label data produced by Chang-Ki
Hong were assumed to be the ground truth values and the Jaccard similarity was calculated for each
pixel between X and Y images. Precision is defined as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
. (4)
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Here, TP represents cases where U-Net correctly predicted ICA or optic nerve locations, while, FP
represents cases where what U-Net predicted as true was actually false. Recall was defined in our
study as shown in Equation (5):

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
. (5)

FN represents cases where what U-Net predicted as false was actually true. Overall, a precision and
recall close to 1 indicated that the U-Net prediction result was similar to that for the ground-truth images.

The segmentation similarity of ICAs and optic nerves using U-Net is shown in Figure 8. As
shown, the Jaccard similarity for the optic nerves was relatively high in comparison with that for the
ICAs, indicating that the U-Net-based learning produced relatively accurate automatic segmentation
for the optic nerves. This was because the distribution of optic nerve in the CTA images was narrower
than that of ICAs. Although a different trend was observed for precision and recall, indicating that
while overall performance was satisfactory, based on precision and recall results, trade-offs between
precision and recall existed, as can be seen in Figure 9.
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and recall; (b) internal carotid arteries precision and recall.

In order to compare the performance of U-Net-based learning in this study, we applied the
network structures of V-Net [28] and SegNet [29]. Only the neural network structure was changed but
all training conditions were identical. The V-Net has a 3D convolution layers. V-Net has a characteristic
of using 3-D volume directly as input/output because of using 3D convolution layer. However, U-Net
performance is better than V-Net performance because the interval of patient data in this study is not
the same. SegNet is different from U-Net. SegNet has pooling indices instead of concatenation. SegNet
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trains faster than U-Net because there was no concatenation but the learning performance was lower
than that of U-Net. The total learning time was 576 min and 281 min for V-Net and SegNet, respectively.

Comparing the results of U-Net learning with those of V-Net and SegNet revealed that U-Net
exhibited the best performance as shown in Figures 8–12.
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3. Surgical Navigation System

3.1. Proposed Surgical Navigation System

The navigation system used in this study included a real-time surgical tool position tracking and
warning function, which was designed to inform the surgeon of the distance between the surgical tool
and critical organs, such as optic nerves and ICAs. When the surgeon uses the navigation system, the
visual and audible warnings can reduce surgical risk. Since accurate location information is provided in
relation to surgical tools, better surgical outcomes can be achieved for patients than would be obtained
if the surgeons relied solely on an endoscopic view.

We developed our own navigation system, which provides a 3-D model view of a patient′s vital
organs, as well as axial, sagittal and coronal views of medical images, as shown in Figure 13. The alarm
function, which is used to advise surgical tool distance from vital organs, has three different-colored
distance-based grades, as shown in Figure 14, with the different colors making it easy for the surgeon
to understand the degree of danger.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 23 
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3.2. Registration for Construction of Navigation System

A registration phase is required to construct a surgical navigation system. Registration implies
finding a transformation matrix between two different coordinates: an image coordinate and a patient
coordinate. In this study, registration between the image coordinate system and the surgical tool
coordinate system was needed for the operation of the proposed navigation system. An optical tracking
system (OTS: Northern Digital Incorporated, Waterloo, ON, Canada) was used in the registration
process to measure the position and orientation of the surgical tool in relation to the patient.

Firstly, registration was performed by applying the paired point registration (PPR) method [30]
between image coordinates and patient coordinates. As shown in Figure 15, we selected five points
in an image beforehand and the OTS was then used to find matching points on the patient, who
was replaced by a phantom in this study. The latter points matched the points defined in the image
coordinates and if more than three points matched, the relationship between patient coordinates and
image coordinates (I

PT) could be obtained from the PPR.
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TT) using the OTS output, with these relationships depicted in Figure 16.
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The process of establishing a surgical navigation system was completed by solving the relationship
between the image and tool coordinates given by Equation (6):

I
TT = I

PTP
TT (6)

4. Design of the Bendable Endoscope, Surgical Tool and Phantom Design

4.1. Design of Bendable Endoscope and Surgical Tool

In contrast to previously developed devices [4–11], we developed a bendable device for pituitary
surgery which did not use motors, instead employing a passive, hand-held mechanism incorporating
an end-effector designed to be bent through 90◦ by turning a lever. The bendable device pulls two
wires through a pulley to cause bending and as shown Figure 17, a worm wheel was installed in the
middle of the rotary shaft of the pulley, with a worm gear installed on the same axis as the lever.
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Figure 17. Mechanism of proposed passive, hand-held bendable device.

We had previously [4] conducted a workspace analysis for TSA surgery. In the TSA, preprocessing
was performed to remove some tissue and bone, thereby opening a pathway to the pituitary gland, as
shown in Figure 18. Based on 3-D patient model, we have conducted to analyze the bendable device
motion, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 18. Patient 3-D model, showing: (a) reconstruction of a patient model created using CT imagery;
(b) blind spots which occur when using a rigid endoscope.
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Figure 19. Simulation used to determine bendable end-effector design parameters.

The position of the lever was decided by considering the surgeon′s posture when grasping the
endoscope, as shown Figure 20. The reason for developing a hand-held type was that an endoscope
needs to be frequently washed during surgery. To remove blood from the endoscope lens, the endoscope
is taken out of the patient′s body and wiped with alcohol cotton or gauze—this is more easily done
with a hand-held instrument.
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Figure 20. Posture used for holding bendable devices.

The bending motion of the endoscope was achieved by turning the lever, as shown in Figure 21.
A camera, with a 3.8 mm external diameter, capable of achieving high-definition (HD, 1080 × 720
pixels) image quality, was installed at the distal end of the mechanism. To achieve bending, a spring
backbone was employed and the radius of curvature, bending angle, radius of cylinder and the length
of the continuum module were designed according to the task-dependent requirements of TSA surgery.
In our design, we fixed cylinder length at 1.1 mm and after analyzing the anatomical structure of the
pathway from the nostril to the pituitary gland, the radius of curvature and bending angle were settled
as 9.5 mm and 90◦, respectively. Then, taking the geometry of the pathway and the diameter of the HD
camera into account, the bendable device diameter was fixed at 5 mm. The length of the continuum
mechanism was then obtained from the radius of curvature and bending angle.
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Then, for these given values, the number of nodes and the length of the spring were determined
by using the design parameter determining method [6]. Figure 22 shows the flexible device structure,
which was created by connecting several hollow cylinders, a spring backbone and wires inserted into
the cylinders. The design parameters for the bendable endoscope are presented in Table 2 and the
process used to measure the bending angle and radius of curvature have been depicted in Figure 23.
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Table 2. Bendable endoscope design parameters.

Design Parameters

Bending
Angl#e

Radius of
Curvature

Cylinder
Diameter

Length of
Cylinder

Number of
Nodes

Length of
Spring

90◦ 9.5 mm 5 mm 1.1 mm 3 3.8 mm
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The tool used in transsphenoidal pituitary tumor removal surgery is called a “curette.” The
proposed bendable surgical tool was built with a bending motion of 90◦, as shown in Figure 24 and
employed a ring curette as its end-effector. An optical marker was attached to the bendable surgical
tool to enable real-time surgical tool tracking by the navigation system.
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4.2. Design of the Phantom

A phantom was constructed for use in our experiments. As the pathway between the nasal
cavity and the pituitary is important in transsphenoidal pituitary surgery, a phantom was designed
by considering the ICA and optic nerve positions, as shown in Figure 25 and was constructed using
images of an actual patient with pituitary tumor (note: patient data used to make the phantom were
not included in the training data). The phantom 3-D model was designed using the 3D slicer and then
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created with photosensitive resin, which was used because it does not deform even when a strong
force is applied.
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patient CTA data; (b) phantom TSA for surgery experiments.

5. Experimental Results

We conducted phantom experiments to test navigation system performance and to confirm both
the accuracy of the U-Net-based segmentation and the feasibility of the developed bendable endoscope
and surgical tool.

Measurement of fiducial registration error (FRE) and target registration error (TRE) has been
accepted as an important procedure for checking registration accuracy [31]. Initially, using the phantom
model, we measured the FRE and TRE of the surgical navigation system. The FRE measurement
identifies errors by matching five image coordinate points to five phantom points, as shown in Figure 15.
In our study, the TRE measurement was performed in relation to the F-6 point, which was selected as
the point nearest the ICA, as shown in Figure 26. Automatic segmentation of the ICA was performed
using U-net and the experimental environment for FRE and TRE measurement is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Experimental setup used to test navigation system performance.

We performed a second experiment to quantify the similarity between the U-Net-based prediction
and the manual segmentation of the ICAs and optical nerves. In this experiment, we employed the
Jaccard index to find the similarity. The Jaccard index is a way to measure similarity between two
datasets; it has a value between zero and one, showing one if the sets are identical and zero if there are
no common elements between them.

Finally, the developed phantom was used to test whether the bendable surgical devices were
appropriate for visualization of the target lesion and for specific tasks deep inside the brain.

Results from the navigation system FRE and TRE measurement experiments may be seen in
Figure 28. As shown in the results of Figure 28, if the navigation system provided FRE and TRE within
0.5 mm, this would indicate precise surgery and would reduce the possibility of surgical instruments
invading the ICAs or optic nerves during TSA surgery. Based on these guidelines, it can be seen, from
Figure 28, that the use of the proposed navigation system with its alarm function would significantly
reduce the risk of complications in patients undergoing TSA surgery.
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We were also able to conclude that the proposed surgical navigation system in this study was as
or more accurate than conventional surgical navigation systems [32–35].

A warning system quantitative evaluation experiment was also conducted. As shown in Figure 29,
distances between the bendable surgical tool and fiducial markers F-3 and F-7 were calculated by both
the navigation system and as measured by the electromagnetic (EM) sensor (NDI Aurora). In this
experiment, three EM sensors were attached—to the F-3 and F-7 fiducial markers in the phantom and to
the distal end of the bendable surgical tool—with the surgical tool mounted on a motorized XYZ stage,
to eliminate handshake errors during the experiment. In order to measure surgical navigation system
alarm function error, the XYZ stage was moved at 1 mm intervals on each axis. Alarm function errors
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were measured for a total of 27 points. According to the experimental results depicted in Figure 30, we
were able to confirm that the warning system had reasonable accuracy.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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Figure 30. Differences between the distances calculated by the navigation system alarm warning
function and the actual distance as measured by the EM sensor (n = 27, for both F-3 and F-7).

The developed bendable endoscope and the surgical tool were inserted into the phantom′s nasal
area, as shown in Figure 31. It was confirmed that all areas were identifiable by the endoscope and
reachable using the surgical tool, which would not have been possible using a rigid endoscope.
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In order to compare the rigid, straight-type endoscope and curette used in conventional TSA
operations with the proposed bendable endoscope and surgical tool, a phantom-based mock tumor
removal experiment was conducted. Figure 32 shows the experiment as conducted using rigid type
endoscope and curette. The endoscope shown in Figure 32a was a Sinuscope Nasal Endoscope, with 0◦

and dimensions of 4 mm × 175 mm. The curette had an outer diameter of 4 mm and was manufactured
by SHANZA. Tumors in the observation region could be removed, while those in its blind region could
not be accessed, as they were not visible.
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Figure 32. Results of using conventional rigid endoscope and curette in phantom experiment.
(a) experiment on the use of conventional straight endoscope and surgical tool.; (b) blind region caused
by using a conventional straight endoscope and surgical tool.

The proposed bendable endoscope and bendable surgical tool, as well as the available observation
region, are shown in Figure 33b. Here, tumors in the previously blind region could be seen and removed.
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Figure 33. Results for the proposed bendable endoscope and curette in phantom experiment.
(a) experiment on the use of proposed bendable endoscope and bendable surgical tool.; (b) blind region
removal using bendable endoscope and bendable surgical tool.

Finally, a phantom experiment using the surgical navigation system was conducted. Figure 34a
illustrates the situation just before the surgical tool entered a nostril. At the same time, the end
tip position of the surgical tool is shown by the red circle on the screen of the surgical navigation
system in Figure 34b. We were able to confirm that there was very good synchronization between
the navigation system and tool being operated, throughout serial surgical tool manipulations. The
attached video clip demonstrates the performance of the navigation system, including its warning and
tool tracking functions.
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6. Discussion

We examined the effectiveness of a surgical navigation system for transsphenoidal pituitary
surgery developed by applying U-Net and bendable devices. Experimental results indicated that U-Net
was useful for ICA and optical nerve segmentation by training CTA images. It was also noted that
U-Net training results were not only applied to segmentation but also to the surgical navigation system
for transsphenoidal pituitary surgery. By performing experiments, we demonstrated that applying
the U-Net training results to surgical navigation, we could reduce the possibility of the surgical tool
approaches vital organs. Reducing the possibility of surgical instruments accessing vital organs would
reduce the complications during TSA surgery. We also showed that using our proposed bendable
endoscope and bendable surgical tool, we could assist surgeons in easily checking previously blind
regions. We had conducted experiments with other patients’ phantoms. The results for other patients’
phantom experiments are given in Appendix A.

However, there are more technical challenges to be overcome. The degree of bending in the
proposed bendable device was not updated in the navigation system. To enhance this challenge, future
work will involve incorporating a fiber Bragg grating sensor to measure the bending angle of the
proposed bendable device, enabling the bending angle to be updated in the navigation system [36].
We also plan to apply the proposed navigation system and bendable devices to actual patient after
receiving approval from Korean FDA.

Improving the quality of the camera in the bendable endoscope is another technical challenge. In
this research, while a camera with HD resolution was used in the bendable endoscope, a higher quality
bendable camera would make operations easier for the surgeon, through having better visibility.

In additional future work, we plan to apply a point cloud registration method, to avoid unnecessary
contact between the patient and the matching tool, by using a 3-D scanner instead of PPR. In addition,
we will add an augmented reality function to the navigation system, to overlay important organ
locations on the camera view of the bendable endoscope.

Finally, in order to improve vital organ automatic segmentation performance, other neural
networks—such as Nifty Net [37] or Deep Lab v3 [38]—will be tested in an effort to provide improved
neural network prediction performance.

7. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to develop a U-Net-based segmentation algorithm for improved
detection of patient vital organs in real-time. We believe that our results, which were achieved by
combining U-Net with a surgical navigation system, will lead to reduced complications in TSA tumor
removal surgery.
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By performing phantom experiments, we demonstrated that the surgical robotic system developed
by integrating the new, bendable surgical instruments with the U-Net-based surgical navigation system
was useful for overcoming limitations of conventional TSA surgery.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/24/5540/s1,
Video S1: Surgical Navigation System for Transsphenoidal Pituitary Surgery Applying U-Net-Based Automatic
Segmentation and Bendable Devices.

Author Contributions: H.-S.S., H.-S.Y. and S.L. contributed to the software and experiments, acquired the data,
analyzed the data and wrote the paper; C.-K.H. contributed to paper review and editing; and B.-J.Y. provided
supervision, project administration and review and editing support. All authors contributed to the paper. All
authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.

Funding: This work was supported by the Technology Innovation Program (or the Industrial Strategic Technology
Development Program—Artificial intelligence bio-robot medical convergence project), through Program 20001257
(Artificial intelligence algorithm-based vascular intervention robot system for reducing radiation exposure and
achieving 0.5 mm accuracy). This Program is funded by the Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy (MOTIE, Korea),
the Ministry of Health & Welfare (MOHW), Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), Korea Evaluation Institute of
Industrial Technology (KEIT). The work was performed by the ICT-based Medical Robotic Systems Team of
Hanyang University, Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, which was supported by the BK21 Plus
Program, funded by National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF).

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Appendix A

The other patient′s phantom shown in Figure A1 was created with the image data of the different
patient. This patient images were not included in U-Net training data. Based on the previous phantom
experiments, we also conducted TRE, FRE, recall and precision measurement the same way. The results
using the previous phantom came out similar to the experiment results conducted in the manuscript as
shown in Figures A2–A4.
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